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Miles Wilson  1 Wyoming
Barton Sutter  10 You Ain’t Dead Yet
Robley Wilson, Jr.  26 Weights and Measures
Leon Forrest  30 Inside the Body of a Green Apple Tree
Ralph Lombreglia  51 Jazzers
William Holinger  64 Friday Blues
Peter N. Nelson  73 Cooley and Kedney
John Solensten  103 The Little Rodeo That Never Was
Castle Freeman, Jr.  111 Dreaming of Africa
T. Coraghessan Boyle  122 Two Ships
Paul Mace  133 The Personal Computer: A Hot Rod for the Mind
Bret Lott  155 This Plumber
Stephen Rosen  161 The Deerhide
Bob Shacochis  167 The Pelican
John Wideman  180 The Tambourine Lady
Jeffrey Alan Johnson  183 At D’Ambrosia’s
Jim Hall  205 Miami Beach, Kentucky
Postscript  229